ABRIDGED READING/LISTENING LIST

NON-FICTION
“The Long Shadow: The Legacies of the Great War in the Twentieth Century” by David Reynolds
“Testament of Youth” by Vera Brittain
“The World Crisis, Vol. 1” by Winston Churchill
“The Sleepwalkers: How Europe Went to War in 1914” by Christopher Clark
“Goodbye to All That” by Robert Graves
“Storm of Steel” by Ernst Junger
“Over Here: The First World War & American Society” by David M. Kennedy
“Paris 1919” by Margaret MacMillan
“The War that Ended Peace” by Margaret MacMillan
“The Deluge” by Adam Tooze
“Memorial Fictions: Willa Cather & the First World War” by Steven Trout
“The Guns of August: The Outbreak of World War I” by Barbara W. Tuchman

NOVELS
“Three Day Road” by Joseph Boyden
“One of Ours” by Willa Cather
“Birds Without Wings” by Louis de Bernieres
“The Three Soldiers” by John dos Passos
“Fall of Giants” by Ken Follett
“A Farewell to Arms” by Ernest Hemingway
“Dead Wake: The Last Crossing of the Lusitania” by Erik Larson
“Her Private We” by Frederic Manning
“Ashenden: Or the British Agent” by W. Somerset Maugham
“War Horse” by Michael Morpurgo
“All Quiet on the Western Front” by Erich Maria Remarque
“The Meaning of Names” by Karen Shoemaker
“A Son at the Front” by Edith Wharton
“The Marne” by Edith Wharton
“Winged Victory” by VM Yeates

YOUTH, continued
“Private Peaceful” by M. Morpurgo & S. Reade
“My Brother’s Shadow” by Monica Schroder
“The Foreshadowing” by Marcus Sedgwick
“And In the Morning” by John Wilson

POETRY
“Minds at War” ed. by David Roberts
“Out in the Dark: Poetry of the First World War” ed. by David Roberts
“The Penguin Book of First World War Poetry” ed. by George Walter

PODCASTS
“The Great Shadow: The Long Shadow of WWI” - Backstory with the History Guys, Episode #47
“World War I” (Series) - BBC
“Blueprint for Armageddon” - Dan Carlin, Hardcore History, Episodes #50-#56
“The Long Shadow” - Gresham College Lecture, Episode #63
“Voices of the First World War” - Imperial War Museum
“Reflections on the Great War” by Public Radio International
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